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W E LEAVE Port au Prince, the gently- Prince at least nine years ago, after a treaty
perspiring city on the blue Caribbean, between the Republic of Haiti and the

at an early hour. Port au Prince' is the United States had sanctioned this health
capital of the Negro Republic of Haiti, work.
and we are going inland over the arid plains A Trip into the ills
and on up into the mountains. There are A T r  t o t he  ll s

three of us, Dr. Peterson, Dr. Kennedy, and We are bound far inland, for Fond-
I. The doctors have been loaned by the Verrettes, a mountain village that is one of
United States Navy to the Sanitary Engi- the last outposts of the unsanitary past.'
neer to help carry the gospel of health to Haiti, be it remembered, was discovered by
Haiti; and this i- to be one more of those Columbus in 1492. It is on an island
countless trips that the spreading of that bountifully endowed by nature, which early
gospel demands. maintained colonies, first Spanish, then

Certainly Port au Prince, smug and French. Save for the Creole language, a
glistening in the first rays of the sun, seems corruption of French, the influence of those
in need of no sanitary redemption. There days has largely vanished. As early as 1532
are plenty of dusky natives about, and these -slaves from Africa were imported, and their
may not be overly clean. But the streets descendants now possess the land. They hold
seem well tended and even the market the western end of this island that they share
places, crowded in spite of the early hour, with Santo Domingo, and theirs has been an
do not offend the sense of sight or smell, interesting history. Haiti is the first state to
That is because the gospel came to Port au be peopled and governed on constitutional

lines wholly by Negroes.
But also it has been a land
of continued turmoil, re-
current bloodshed, and fre-

'-- hgy- -- r quent misrule. Material
-- . progresshasbeen slow,and

sanitation was unknown
when the United States
tookahandin 9g5. That
is why the United States
undertook to carry the gos-

-pel of health through the
land, and that is why we are
starting early in the morn-
ing for Fond-Verrettes.

Our automobile glides
along shaded by-ways,

Sthrough the town gate,
and along the main
highway over the plain

NATIVE HAITIANS AWAITING THEIR TURN AT A CLINIC of Cul de Sac toward the
Within, an energetic American doctor receives 300 patients a day. mountains. A haze hangs
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